
Capecchi Collaboration Notes — August 2, 2007

1 Scientific goals and state of the collaborative research

Goals:

Long term – Build technology and software framework for statistical characterization of mouse anatomy,
focusing on bones.

Short term –

• Repeat the results of Boulett et al. for the effect of Hox D11 on metacarpal length (relative to
humerous)

• Develop statistical shape analysis technology suitable for this problem

• Extend the results of Boulett et al. for Hox D11 to include shape differences

Translational potential: The general problem of development and genetics has many translational
applications, but this work is with scientists, and thus this application has no direct translational component.
The technology we are developing has some potential for translation—there is a general belief in the field
that shape analysis could help in diagnosing and characterizing neurological and phsychiatric disorders.
Generally, phenotyping in this way seems to have other applications.

2 Associated technical goals that this collaboration will realize

This is basic and applied work in statistical shape analysis.

3 Papers and Progress

We are most of the way through our first experiment. This includes:

• Successfully bread and scanned a colony of Hox D11 mutants.

• Approximately 40 scans - 20 wildtypes and 20 mutants.

• Segmented approximate 10(?) of those scans (several bones - not full hand).

Software infrastructure for establishing shape correspondences through particle systems.
Papers planned: Several on methodology, 1 paper to reproduce the Boullett study and validate CT for

this use, 1 or more papers (high profile) on shape analysis in mouse phenotyping.
Papers to date:

• MICCAI 2006 Shape Workshop, methodolgy, particle system applied to hypocampus (well studied in
neuroimaging)

• IPMI 2007 (Accepted), methodolgy, particle system applied to hypocampus and caudate data (NAMIC),
and hypothesis results compared against literature

• MICCAI 2007 (Submitted/rejected), methodolgy, particle system applied to a *set* of 10 brain struc-
tures with hypothesis testing in Autism (NAMIC/UNC data) and comparisons against literature

None of these papers address the mouse bones. We are trying to get the methodology out there and publish
the mouse results in a biology journal.
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4 Grants

No grants to date. Our hope is to get these results together and use them as prelim results in a bigger
project.

5 Risks

There are some risks here:

• Inclusive results. This is unlikely, given what we are already seeing in the data.

• Our approach doesn’t work. We have a back up, which is to use the UNC shape tools. We will probably
do that for comparison anyway.

• Results not interesting. There are some trivial results that will be apparent, and we still have challenge
to see if we can tease out something more subtle, which will be a confirmation of using shape for
phenotyping.

6 Software development

• Particle system and associated tools/viewers.

• Underlying machinery in ITK

• Statistical analysis is an ad-hoc mixture.

• Plans: improved the underlying algorithms, also, SCIRun modules for visualizing set of particles?

• ???

7 Extent of the ”cone of influence”

We think the shape analysis could have an impact, especially if we can apply to a wider range of shapes than
what people are currently doing.

Other potential users: Joe Piven at UNC. Lots of others in neuroscience, phenotyping, etc.

8 Resources available

The CIBC funds Josh, as an RA, and some of my time. We are relying on some help from Tom Fletcher,
who is funded off of NAMIC, and so I consider this a joint effort between the two projects.

9 Needs

Urgent: We need undergrads or grads who can help segment data.
Middle term: Might be nice in the next year or so to have some tools/modules for rendering large

collections of points in different ways. Let’s see how it goes.
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10 Organizational infrastructure

The UGs, who are raising the mice and segmenting data, talk directly with Josh and also report to me (Ross
Whitaker). We meet (met) every month or so. Josh reports to me. There is very little (too little) interaction
with the Capecchi group. Josh and I meet once every 2 weeks or so on this project. I have asked Josh that
he and I make standing weekly meetings so that I can keep better track of this.

11 Overlap with Center (or Center members) interests

Not clear.
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